Your legacy at Illinois

Explore having a named space in the Lu MEB

The Sidney Lu Mechanical Engineering Building will help MechSE maintain its place among the nation’s elite engineering programs for decades to come. Thanks to the generosity of our alumni and friends, we have nearly reached the $41M needed to fund the project. But we are not done yet! It will take additional gifts for us to reach the total amount.

Please consider partnering with us to make this transformation a reality. Our naming opportunities are shown here, from labs and classrooms to study spaces and even the student center that contains our new Starbucks.

A. I-Flex TAM Laboratory
B. Mechatronics Laboratory
C. Design and Manufacturing Laboratory
D. Metal Maker Space
E. Motion and Controls Laboratory
*F. Sargent & Lundy Heat Transfer Instructional Laboratory
G. Wood Maker Space
H. Senior Capstone Design Labs
*I. Jackson Family Innovation Studio
J. Active Learning Classrooms
K. MechSE Student Center
*L. Lizheng Winston Zhang PhD 1996 Conference Room
M. Social/study gathering hubs

*These spaces have already been named.

To begin a conversation about naming a space in the Lu MEB, please contact Alec Verone (averone2@illinois.edu).